
WAREHOUSING OPTIONS

Contract or Public

Warehousing?
The Wrong Question!
By Ken Ackerman

IWLA respondents overwhelmingly

reported an increase in demand for

both public and private warehousing,

and also predicted that an equal

growth opportunity exists for both

types of service.

PRIOR TO 1980, almost all of the third-party warehousing in the
United States was performed under 30-day agreements. How, and why,

did this change?
Contract warehousing is the term used to describe a warehousing agree

ment having a term longer than 30 days. Public warehousing is used to de
scribe the performance of short-term warehousing services, usually 30 days
or less.

Why ask the question of which to use? The investment-banking com
munity has had an unprecedented interest in warehousing during the past
decade. For those unfamiliar with the warehousing industry, the emphasis on
contracts is natural. Contracts represent stability; therefore, a businessman
who operates without one must, at best, be a speculator and, at worst, on par
with a river boat gambler!

• The Historical Perspective

Contract warehousing was relatively rare in the United States prior to
1980. Early adopters were users of warehouse services having unusual re
quirements. For example, E. I. duPont de Nemours, one of America's oldest
and largestproducersof chemicals, was a leader in the outsourcingof logistics
services during the 1960s and 1970s. The nature of its operations created a
need for large warehouses in small communities, where its production facili
ties were located. Recognizing the unreasonable investment risk of developing
big buildings in small towns, duPont offered its warehousing suppliers long-
term contracts, in order to allow the construction to be financed. As duPont's
business evolved from the manufacture of gunpowder to include consumer
products, such as nylon and house paints, its need for outside warehousing
increased. With that increase came an even greater use of contract warehous
ing than ever before.

Two events during the 1980s changed the supply chain management situa
tion. First was the deregulation of transport, which lowered the cost of mov
ing goods, and allowedcommon carriers flexibility in their pricingand service
offerings. This, in turn, increased awareness among senior managers of the
advantages of outsourcing logistics services, including warehousing. For the
first time, manufacturers and retailers were seeking to outsource giant distri
bution centers, not the small inventories in traditional public warehouses.

The second event was the scarcity of mortgage money. Major banks had
taken serious losses in funding Latin American ventures, so the Federal
Reserve tightened the money supply. The 1980s saw the worst real estate
downturn since the Great Depression of the 1930s. Management in lending
institutions was pessimistic about real estate loans. The result was substantial
nervousness, even timidity, in financing new warehouse construction.

With these events happening almost simultaneously, the only solution for
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